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And Mussolini proclaimed : "Every Italian and the countries
abroad ought to know that the people pronounced a verdict on
the spot ." Now it has to be admitted officially that the "passing of
the verdict " by Mussolini's bandits was "a regrettable
mistake" .

Another fact is certain : the "attempt on Mussolini's life"
gave the Fascists throughout Italy an excuse for "taking re-
venge" . The list of "acts of revenge" is so long that it is useless
to attempt to enumerate them. On the same evening both the
publishing office of the Communist daily organ "Unita " in Milan
and the publishing office of the social democratic "Avanti " were
destroyed . On the following day, the printing works of the Re-
formist organ "Lavoro" in Genoa was destroyed and the building
set on fire (the fire brigade was not allowed to extinguish it !),
the house of Bendetto Croce , the famous bourgeois liberal philo-
sopher and professor at the University in Rome was also de-
stroyed and plundered . Great excesses are reported from Trieste
and Livorno , in which connection it should be noted that only
news with regard to events in the large towns , which cannot be
kept secret, reach the public , whilst happenings in the provinces
will only be learnt later .

These facts, however , do not answer the question : "How
much truth is there in the "attempt on Mussolini's life " at Bo-
logna ?", they only make it all the more urgent . And if, as seems
to become clearer and clearer , no such attempt was made in
Bologna , how was it possible that Mussolini's bandits round his
carriage took some explosion , which probably came from his
own motor , for the firing of a revolver and took a Fascist
wearing the black shirt and the badge of the Fascists , for the
culprit ?
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The answer to these questions is to be found in the con-
ditions within the Fascist camp itself . The class contradictions
between the large bourgeois group and the Fascist Government
which represents the interests of the large bourgeoisie on the
one hand and the disillusioned petty bourgeois adherents of
Fascism on the other hand , have, in view of the ever increasing
pressure of the economic crisis , become so acute in the last few
weeks and months , that an explosion of the indignation on the
part of the petty bourgeois Opposition Fascists against the Go-
vernment and against Mussolini become an imminent dan-
ger . A number of Fascist Opposition leaders is already
emigration ! Among them Cesare Rossi , the former director of
Mussolini's Press , who also gave instructions for the murder
of Matteotti , then the Fascist deputy Massimo Rocca , Carlo
Bazzi and others . About three weeks ago , Mussolini deprived
these emigrant Fascist leaders of their Italian citizenship and had
their possessions in Italy sequestrated . Others , who did not
succeed in escaping abroad , are in prison ; amongst them for
instance Calza Bini , the former secretary of the Fascist Provincial
Federation in Rome and General of the Fascist militia . Musso-
lini also had Dumini , one of Matteotti's murderers arrested and
thrown into prison for fourteen months for “lèse majésté of the
person of the Prime Minister" . (For murdering Matteotti , he
was sentenced to 7 months imprisonment !) The "lèse majésté"
consisted in Dumini having said : "If I was sentenced to 7 months
for the murder of Matteotti , Mussolini ought to have been sen-
tenced to lifelong imprisonment !" He actually threatened to make
revelations ; he desposited the 65,000 lire , which he had received
to cover "his costs" in connection with the Matteotti murder ,
at the Court, whereupon he was arrested the following day .
The following episode is extremely characteristic : a few days
before Dumini was arrested , the rumour spread in Florence that
Mussolini had put Dumini out of harm's way ; vast Fascist
processions were immediately formed against Mussolini and
large hand -painted Fascist placards appeared : "Mussolini has
murdered Dumini death to Mussolini !"

In order to tame the shrews , Mussolini felt compelled last
week to brush on one side the statutes of the Fascist party and ,
with one stroke of the pen , to abolish the right to elect func-
tionaries . He nominates the General Secretary , the latter nomi-
nates the Provincial Secretaries and these again the Local Secre-
taries . The provincial and local secretaries chose 7 or 5 "fellow-
workers " respectively , who form the provincial or local directo-
rate , as the case may be. The Party Congress and the Provincial
Party Congresses were done away with . The policy of the party
is determined by the "Great Fascist Council " , the members of
which are also nominated by Mussolini . Finally, every member
of the party is bound to take a new oath which runs : “I swear to

fulfil unquestioningly all the commands of the Duce and to serve
the cause of the Fascist revolution with all my powers and , if
necessary, even with my blood ."

At the same time, Mussolini has taken over the supreme
command of the Fascist militia , in order to suppress petty bour-
geois Opposition there also with the authority of his person .
His first command was laconically : "The parole is : unconditional
submission !"
Nevertheless these measures of Mussolini's, which throw a

a glaring light on the conditions , cannot banish from the world
the class contradictions within the Fascist camp , which are
getting ready to burst forth ; on the contrary , they are only oil on
the firet . There is fermentation in the Fascist camp , and the fact
that any report is immediately taken for a shot fired at Musso-
lini and that a Fascist in a black shirt is taken for the would -be
assassin , shows how the atmosphere is superheated .

The class contradictions in the Fascist camp can no longer
be concealed , can no longer be suppressed ; the class war in the
Fascist camp has turned into an open fight.

POLITICS

The Struggle for Liberty
and Parliamentarism in Egypt .

By J. B. (Jerusalem ).
The tension which was called forth for a short time by the

election victory of the Wafd (Nationalist Party ) at the end of
May this year , the acquittal of the accused Zaghlulists , and in
connection with it the resignation of the English Public Prose-
cutor Kershaw , which was followed by fresh threatening de-
monstrations by the English fleet , did not lead to any open
conflict but was relieved by a provisional compromise . The
leadership of the government , which is closely connected with
parliament by whom it is supposed to be controlled , was
taken over by Adly Yeghan Pasha , a representative of the
Liberal Constitutional Party , which , although only possessing
a minority in parliament , became acceptable for the Zaghlulist
majority (thanks to a timely breach with their former allies , the
Ittehad Party which after the May elections were completely
discredited ) . The majority of the portefolios in the Adly Go-
vernment as well as the Presidency of Parliament were in the
hands of the Zaghlul Party. Thus even though the Adly go-
vernment was actually completely in the hands of Zaghlul ,
nevertheless the latter, by keeping himself in the background ,
was much better able to preserve his popularity than if he were
officially responsible for Egyptian policy , as in the year 1924.

For the present situation of the Egyptian goovernment is by
no means calculated to increase the popularity of those respon-
sible for it . The session of parliament which lasted for three
and a half months , presented the unique picture of an assembly
which turned from it

s

real tasks and duties to occupy itself with
innumerable trifles , and assumed that it could also divert the
electors , who were expecting from it something quite different ,

from the chief business . This chief business however — namely ,

two fundamental demands with which the Wafd went into the
election campaign and emerged victorious : Evacuation o

f Egypt
by the English and union o

f Egypt and Sudan , was hardly

touched upon during the whole parliamentary session ; in fact
every reference to this was anxiously avoided .

It is true , endeavours were made to placate disappointed
public opinion by means o

f

all kinds o
f

sensational affairs . In

the first place a thorough settlement o
f

accounts was made with
the Zivar government , the individual ministers o

f

which were
attacked , exposed and brought to trial . A whole number of

decrees issued by this government were simply annulled . The
budgets o

f

the various Ministries are being completely revised .

while great changes and alterations are being carried out in

the staff o
f

officials and in the diplomatic corps . In every
question the sovereignty o

f parliament (which means in the
present situation Zaghlul Pasha and his Party ) is emphasised
and Adly Yeghen Pasha is continually made to feel that h
e
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only holds power by the favour of his former rival , Zaghlul .
But what is weighing upon every deputy , what , in spite of
every reserve , somehow finds expression in every speech and
determines the mood of the deputies who have come together
from the villages and towns of Egypt : the fact that all the de-
cisions of parliament , no matter how democratic it may be, are
worthless so long as the country is under the yoke of foreign
rule this is not discussed .

The parliamentary session , therefore , was concluded in a
somewhat depressed mood . Zaghlul Pasha in his speech at the
closing of parliament endeavoured to console his followers by
telling them that although they had not "achieved any fame they
had carried out a number of useful reforms " . At the same time
Adly Yeghen's Foreign Minister , Sarvat Pasha , has journeyed to
London in order to renew negotiations with England regarding
the most important matter : the liberation of Egypt .

These negotiations are now engaging the attention of
Egyptian public opinion more than are the proceedings in par-
liament . The cotton crisis in Egypt , which has resulted in the
impoverishment of broad sections of the population , is a clear
reminder of the consequences of the separation of the Sudan ,
which may result in the complete ruin of Egyptian economic
life. The vast sums which have continually to be paid out
for the English officials and advisers expose in the palpable
manner the lie of Egyptian "independence ".
The Wafd leaders who wish to postpone as long as possible

the open conflict with England , are endeavouring by every
means to pacify the small pealantry . Fathaila Barakat Pasha ,
one of the most prominent Wafd leaders , has taken over the
Ministry for Agriculture and is endeavouring to carry out a
wide-scale agricultural co-operation in order to raise the position
of the peasants,

But the mood of discontent prevailing among the population ,
and which is reflected in the ranks of the Wafd itself , can no
longer be repressed . It is becoming clear to every Egptian
worker that the idea that a parliamentary regime can serve as
a substitute for real national independence is an illusion . The
actual problems of Egypt which are connected with the question
of English rule , such as the abolition of the capitulations ,
taxation of foreign capital , equality of the officials ' salaries etc. ,
are being pushed more and more to the forefront , not only by
the extreme nationalist press , but also by various wafd organs .
And the demand that the Zaghlulist parliament , at the coming
session in November , instead of being a debating Society , shall
become an instrument in the struggle of Egypt for independence ,
is being formulated more and more clearly .

CHINA

Manifesto of the Koumintang Congress
on the Blood Bath of Wanshien .

Canton , 31st October , 1926 .

The Special Kuomintang Congress has issued a manifesto on
the Wanshien Massacre , from which the following passages

were extracted .

The Second Hague Conference categorically prohibited naval

bombardment of undefended ports , towns , villages , dwellings

or other buildings "under all circumstances and conditions ".
This is laid down in Article 1, Convention IX, signed by Great
Britain and other Powers who preach sanctity and

inviolability

of international agreements and treaties .

This specific and written law of nations is cited
in order to

emphasise the barbarity and inhumanity of the British
nava!

bombardment of the undefended and unfortified
Chinese city of

Wanshien , where the murderous
British firing , which lasted

nearly three hours , resulted in the death of over
500 killed ,

1,000 wounded , nearly 2,000 houses
destroyed and the loss of

over ten million dollars ' worth of
property .

There was absolutely no reason
or excuse for this crime .

It cannot be justified on account of the
seizure by a Chinese

military commander of two British steamers
in connection with

the drowning of 50 Chinese soldiers due to the culpable neg-
ligence of another British steamer, nor can justification be based
on the death of seven British officers and seamen , who lost
their lives in the armed British attempt to recapture the steamers.
And , the shadow of any excuse or justification is dissipated by

the fact (admitted even by British news -agency) that four hours
before the bombardment , the Chinese military commander in
question (General Yang Sen) with his troops , retired to a
distance inland of about 20 miles . The premeditated character of
the deed is revealed by later information which shows that all
the British and foreigners were "advised " to leave before the
British trained their guns on the hapless city .
Shooting and killing of unarmed Chinese is of course not

an unknown or unusual proceeding on the part of the British
in China . It has been done repeatedly ever since the British opium
ships forced their entrances intc our waters and led to British
exaction of the first of the Treaties of oppression on which
alien Imperialism is today bottomed in China .

The massacre of Wanshien (equally with the other massacres
of May 30th , and June 23rd ) (Shanghei & Shameen , 1925 , C. I.B. )
is as necessary to the maintenance and duration of British
Imperialism in China as the Amritsar massacre and other little
daily massacres of villages on the Indian frontier , are vital to
the health and strength of British Imperialism in India .
Today in every stronghold of foreign Imperialism in China ,

the British Press has been demanding the despatch of a second
punitive expedition for the avenging of the seven British deaths
at Wanshien . There is a daily cry for blood more Chinese
blood .

-

British Imperialism feeds on blood the blood of the
oppressed peoples and as long as it continues to entrench on
Chinese soil there must be repeated acts of death like May 30th,
June 23rd and the massacre of Wanshien .

The Kuomintang in special Congress assembled indicts the
British and their system of privileged interests and force in
China . First and specially for a deliberate and flagrant violation
of Convention IX of the Second Hague Conference , as well as
for a shameless act of barbarism and inhumanity : and secondly
and generally , for being the historical oppressor of the Chinese
people , and the outstanding barrier to progress and modernisa-
tion of Nationalist China .

THE MINERS' STRUGGLE
IN ENGLAND

The Leaders and the Masses in the Miners'
Struggle.
By A. Lozovsky .

It is now six months since fighting activities began in the
British mining industry . A paradox underlies the whole un-
heard -of length of the strike : that is the lack of correlation bet
ween the leaders and the masses , the general staff and the army .
Of course the miners ' leaders are head and shoulders above the
leaders of the General Council and other trade unions . But the
tragedy is that they have not risen to the occasion , that they
run in traditional harness , all the time casting backward glances ,
apologising for every bold gesture and word , ready to come to
any compromise ; that they seek for a united front with the
leaders , all the time listening to the whispers of "society " ; that
they neither will nor can understand that the strike , from the
very first day , stepped out of the narrow framework of trade-

union traditions , and took on a profoundly political character .

This difference between the attitude of the leaders and that

of the masses was strikingly evident at the last miners '
con-

ference . While the leaders , Cook among them , came to the con-

ference in a depressed mood , the ordinary workers
, straight from

the battlefield , were permeated with a
fighting spirit . They

listened gloomily to defeatist statements and
urged a practical

progranime for the struggle . The gist of this
programme may

be shortly stated thus : if we fight at a
ll , we'll fight to a finish .


